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SUMMARY
The metabolic state represents a major hurdle for an effective adoptive T cell therapy (ACT). Indeed, specific
lipids can harm CD8+ T cell (CTL) mitochondrial integrity, leading to defective antitumor responses. However,
the extent towhich lipids can affect the CTL functions and fate remains unexplored. Here, we show that linoleic
acid (LA) is amajor positive regulator of CTLactivity by improvingmetabolic fitness, preventing exhaustion, and
stimulatingamemory-likephenotypewithsuperior effector functions.Wereport thatLA treatmentenhances the
formation of ER-mitochondria contacts (MERC),which in turn promotes calcium (Ca2+) signaling,mitochondrial
energetics, and CTL effector functions. As a direct consequence, the antitumor potency of LA-instructed CD8
T cells is superior in vitro and in vivo. We thus propose LA treatment as an ACT potentiator in tumor therapy.
INTRODUCTION

Adoptive T cell therapy (ACT) led to unparalleled clinical outcomes

in the treatment of cancer,1–3 but its efficacy—especially in solid

tumors—is often limited by the scarce intratumor infiltration,

persistence, and function of adoptively transferred T cells.4–7

Metabolic constraints imposed by the tumor microenviron-

ment (TME) greatly influence the success of immune-based ther-

apies.8–10 The TME is indeed a complex and continuously

evolving entity, where the type and availability of nutrients impact

T cell functionality,11–13 and depletion of essential nutrients and

accumulation of toxic metabolic bioproducts in the TME can

suppress antitumor responses, with lipid enrichment being

frequently observed.10,14–17 Different classes of lipids can act

as metabolic intermediates, constituents of membranes, or
Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650,
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signaling molecules in immune cells, and several studies re-

ported their influence on T cell proliferation, activation, and dif-

ferentiation.18 However, only specific long-chain fatty acids

(LC-FAs) harm CD8+ T cell (CTL) mitochondrial integrity and

function, leading to exhaustion and defective antitumor immu-

nity.14 Whether all LC-FAs are detrimental to T cell functionality

and how they regulate different CTL fate decisions have not

been thoroughly investigated yet.

Among LC-FAs, linoleic acid (LA; C18:2n-6) is the most abun-

dant u-6 polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA)19 assumed through

diet,20 with essential functions in health and disease.21 However,

its specific role on CTL immunity remains to be underscored,

and in light of the impactofdiet on immune function,22–24 decoding

itsmodulatory effect onCTL responsemight have important impli-

cations for cancer therapies.
April 4, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 633
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Figure 1. LA enhances the quality and quantity of mitochondria in CTLs

(A–C) DJm assessed by immunofluorescence (A) and flow cytometry (B and C).

(D–F) Mitochondrial mass based on flow cytometry (D, n = 18/20; 4/5 independent experiments) and TEM (E and F, n = 3).

(legend continued on next page)
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Here, we demonstrated that LA is a major positive regulator of

CTL functionality by promotingmitochondrial fitness and amem-

ory-like phenotype, which results in improved tumor control. Our

findings lay the foundation for enhancing ACT efficacy and

broadening its benefits to refractive malignancies through lipid-

induced metabolic reprogramming of CTLs.

RESULTS

LA levels are modulated during T cell activation
LC-FAsareessential regulatorsofTcell activation,proliferation, and

function.25,26We investigatedwhether different types of lipids regu-

late CTL responses by quantifying the composition and abundance

ofLC-FAsduringTcell activation.WhencomparedwithnaiveCTLs,

activated CTLs contained similar levels of SFAs (saturated FAs) but

were different in terms of unsaturated FAs, with a significant

decrease in PUFA (Figure S1A). In particular, the abundance of LA

in CTLs was significantly lower on activation (Figure S1B), suggest-

ing that it might be used or consumedduring T cell activation. Thus,

we decided to study the role of LA in tuning CTL fate and activity.

LA enhances mitochondrial content and activity in CTLs
To decode whether LA has a role in regulating CTL metabolism,

we measured mitochondrial content and function by activating

CTLs in the presence of LA at a final concentration of 100 mM,

in the range of plasma levels,25,27,28 and compared them with

controls (LA- versus CTR-CTLs).

We recorded a significant increase in mitochondrial membrane

potential (DJm) on LA treatment (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1C), which

did not affect CTL viabilitywithin the range of testedconcentrations

(Figure S1D). The rapid (within 6 h; Figure 1C) and long-lasting (Fig-

ure S1E) mitochondrial burst induced by LA was accompanied by

an augmented mitochondrial content (Figures 1D–1F). Although

LA-CTLs exhibited a significantly higher side scatter (SSC; Fig-

ure S1F), the observed mitochondrial effects were not due to

changes in cell size (Figures S1G and S1H). Qualitatively, although

CTR-CTLs were characterized by rounded mitochondria rather

dispersedacross thecytoplasm (Figure 1E, left panel), LA-CTLsex-

hibited rod-shaped and highly condensed mitochondria, mostly

polarized at one edge of the cell (Figure 1E, right panel). These ob-

servations inLA-CTLswerecorroboratedby theelongatedshapeof

mitochondria in LA-CTLs (Figure 1G), a distinctive sign of cells

heavily relying on oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS).29 Overall,

thesedata indicate thatLAupholdsmitochondriaquantityandqual-

ity in CTLs.

LA reinforces CTL mitochondrial bioenergetics and
metabolic fitness
Given the above findings, we postulated that LA might improve

the CTL metabolic performance. Indeed, LA-CTL was more en-

ergetic under both resting and stressed conditions on an ener-

getic map (Figure 1H), with a higher O2 consumption rate
(G) Representative high-resolution confocal images obtained using 403 (left pan

(H–L) Metabolic profiling of CTL ± LA. Energetic map (H), OCR (I), SRC (J), mitocho

representative of 4 independent experiments.

(M) Phosphorylation of S6 by flow cytometry (n = 2/4; 2 independent experiment

(N) NAD(P)H and free NAD(P)H assessed by FLIM (n = 4).

Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Paired (B–D and H–N) or unpaired (F) two
(OCR; Figures 1H, 1I, S1I, and S1J) and spare respiratory capac-

ity (SRC; Figure 1J) in comparison to CTR-CTLs. Since etomoxir

(Eto), a small molecule that inhibits fatty acid oxidation (FAO),

overruled LA advantages on OCR (Figures S1K–S1M) and SRC

(Figure S1N), we inferred that the improved ability of LA-CTLs

to respond to stress conditions was FAO dependent. In accor-

dance, LA-CTLs displayed increased levels of all components

of the electron transport chain (ETC) and, in particular, complex

V (ATP synthase; Figure S1O), which utilizes DJm to generate

ATP30 that was indeed augmented in LA-CTLs (Figure 1K).

Alongside improvedmitochondrial metabolism, LA-CTLs held a

better glycolytic activity (Figures 1L, S1Q, and S1R), likely sus-

tained by the upregulation of pS6 (Figure 1M), which in CTLs is

essential for the execution of effector functions under stress.31

However, the increase in the protein-bound NADH/free NADH ra-

tios in fluorescence lifetime imagingmicroscopy (FLIM; Figure 1N)

as well as higher OCR/extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) ratio

(Figure S1S) highlighted that LA-CTLs preferentially use

OXPHOS, in line with their increased mitochondrial content and

activity. Notably, when tested on different tumor cell lines, LA

was able to raise their DJm (Figure S1T) but with variable effects

on their bioenergeticprofile (FigureS1U), postulating theexistence

of cell-type-specific LA-dependent wiring. Combined, these data

suggest that LA endows CTLs with enhanced bioenergetics and

metabolic fitness, likely making them more responsive to

increased energetic demands and stressful conditions.

LA improves CTL mitochondrial fitness and activity by
promoting ER-mitochondria contacts
Next, to gain mechanistic insights into the LA effect on CTLs, we

performed a transcriptional analysis of LA-CTLs compared with

CTR-CTLs, which highlighted 1,970 differentially expressed

genes (DEGs) (Figure S2A; Table S1). Gene ontology analysis

highlighted the enrichment of pathways involved in lipid meta-

bolism, mitochondria, ER and calcium homeostasis, and T cell

receptor (TCR) signaling (Figure S2B–S2D).

To identify the groups of potential coregulated genes (modules,

MEs), DEGs were first integrated with the most significant LA-

induced effects using theWeightedGeneCo-expression Network

Analysis (WGCNA;TableS2).32Focusingon the threeMEswith the

highest correlation score, genes in ME-1 (labeled in blue) were

positively correlated with LA treatment, whereas those in ME-4

andME-12 (labeled in brown and turquoise, respectively) showed

anegativecorrelation (Figures2AandS2E). Functional enrichment

analysis confirmed the central involvement of mitochondria (i.e.,

mitochondrial innermembrane,mitochondrial matrix, and respira-

tory chain complex; Figure S2F), in agreement with the pivotal role

of LA in boosting CTLs’ mitochondrial activity.

On the other hand, LA regulated several ER-related tran-

scripts33–38 linked to its composition and structure (i.e.

Tmem147, Selenow, Cebpb, Bbc3, and Atf6; Figures S3C and

S3D), as well as genes of calcium influx regulation (such as
els) and 1003 (right panel).

ndrial-ATP production rate (K), and PER (L) based on SeaHorse data. Plots are

s).

-tailed Student’s t test, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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Figure 2. LA improves CTL mitochondrial fitness and activity by promoting MAM formation

(A) Heatmap fromWGCNA. Each row corresponds to amodule; each column to a trait of interest. The threemodules exhibiting the higher p value are represented

(bottom panel).

(legend continued on next page)
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Camk2g, Tmco6, Psen2, and Selenon; Figures S2C–S2D), as

instrumental to contain ER stress.39–42

These data suggested a tight co-regulation of mitochondrial

fitness and ER homeostasis, in agreement with recent studies

revealing that ER stress response controls T cell functionality by

regulating mitochondrial activity.43,44 Therefore, the paired

involvement of the ER and mitochondria, in response to LA, was

independently validated by quantifying the ER-resident Inositol

1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor type 1 (a-IP3R1) while simulta-

neously monitoring mitochondria using MitoOr staining. The

marked increase of both markers in LA-CTLs (Figure 2B) sup-

ported that LA regulated the mitochondria-ER network in CTLs.

Since mitochondria-ER contacts (MERCs) have been shown to

modulate mitochondrial respiration in CTLs,45 we investigated

whether LAaffectsMERCformation inCTLs.Quantitativeconfocal

microscopy (Figure 2B) and EM analysis (Figures 2C–2E)

confirmed an increased frequency of MERCs (between 30 and

100 nm; Figure 2D) and mitochondrial-associated membranes

(MAMs, below 30 nm; Figure 2E) in LA-CTLs, whereas fewermito-

chondria were near the ER in CTR-CTLs.

MERCs are dynamic structures controlling the transport of Ca2+

from the ER to mitochondria46 that are crucial for T cell activation,

migration, and TCR signaling.47 Accordingly, Fura-2-based time-

lapsed calcium imaging demonstrated that LA-CTLs responded

more vigorously and with increased sensitivity in antigen-limiting

conditions, compared with CTR-CTLs (Figures 2F and 2G). Like-

wise, LA-CTLs migrated faster and further when compared with

CTR-CTLsasassessedby increasedconfinedmigration (Figure2H)

and decreased turning angle (Figure S2G). In accordance, by

disruptingCa2+homeostasisusing thapsigargin (TG),an irreversible

inhibitor of the sarco-endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase

(SERCA),46,48 LA-CTLsshowedasignificant reduction inMERCfor-

mation (Figures2IandS2H),mitochondrial activity (FiguresS2Hand

S2I), and cytotoxic capacity (Figure 2J). Of note, TG did not influ-

ence the cytotoxic activity of CTR-CTLs (Figure 2J), which reflects

the complexity of Ca2+ signaling in different T cell subsets. Overall,

these results suggest that LA enhanced MERC formation and the

downstream CTL processes associated with calcium signaling.

We next wondered whether LA integrates into the membranes

of mitochondria, ER, and MERCs by assessing the lipid compo-

sition of their enriched subcellular fractions. The results indicate

that LA indeed integrates into the organelle’s subcellular frac-

tions (Figure 3A) and modifies their lipid asset, inducing a drop

of SFAs and MUFAs and a prominent increase in PUFA

abundance (Figure 3B), with the specific increase of PUFAn6

(Figure 3C) at the expenses of PUFAn3 (Figure 3D). Of note,

the increase in PUFAn6 is entirely attributable to C18:2, since

other PUFAn6 metabolites—such as C20:3 and C20:5—did not

change (Figures 3E and 3F).

The increase of PUFA and consequently increased unsatura-

tion levels in the membranes have been reported to positively

regulate ER, mitochondria, and MAM functionality.49–51 Accord-
(B–E) MERC quantification by confocal microscopy (B) and TEM (C). ER-mitocho

ER-MAMs (distances % 30 nm, E) are shown in red (right panels). n = 3.

(F and G) Ca2+ response and antigen sensitivity based on Fura-2 time-lapse mic

(H) T cell migration assay and mean displacement ratio of CTL ± LA.

(I and J) TG effect on MERC formation (I) and cytotoxic activity (J) after 12 h.

Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Paired (I and J) or unpaired (B–H) two-tai
ingly, we showed increased MERC formation (Figures 2B–2E),

OXPHOS (Figures 1A–1C), and Ca2+ signaling (Figures 2F and

2G). Moreover, LA-CTL membranes displayed a high 18:2/16:0

ratio (Figure 3G), which indicates improved membrane fluidity.

Thus, LA mediates a profound lipid remodeling of mitochondria,

ER, and MERC membranes, thereby changing their chemical-

physical properties and improving their functionality.

LA-induced metabolic reprogramming redirects CTLs
toward a memory phenotype with enhanced cytotoxic
activity in vitro

Having found that LA promotedmetabolic fitness andMERC for-

mation, which are hallmarks of memory T cells,10,45,52 we inves-

tigated whether LA also shapes CTL activation and differentia-

tion. The t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE)

analysis of multiparametric flow cytometry data identified three

CTL clusters characterized by the highest DJm based on the

calculated MitoOr MFI (Figure S3A) and specifically enriched in

LA-CTLs and underrepresented in CTR-CTLs (Figure 4A).

The manual gating strategy revealed that LA-CTLs were pre-

dominantly CD44high/CD62Lhigh memory cells, with low fre-

quencies of CD44high/CD62Llow effector cells (Figures 4B and

S3B). In line with a skewing toward a memory phenotype, LA-

CTL bears a higher expression of the canonical memory markers

CD127 (Figure 4C) and CD62L (Figure S3C) and transcription fac-

tors Eomes (Figure 4D) and TCF1 (Figure 4E), both promoting a

memory differentiation,53 and low expression of the effector-asso-

ciated marker Tbet (Figure S3D). Surprisingly, Blimp1, which is

known to promote short-lived effector CTLs and favor exhaus-

tion,54–56 was significantly increased in LA-CTLs (Figure S3E).

Nevertheless, LA-CTLs were predominantly defined by a

CD127high/KLRG1low profile (Figure S3F), typical of long-lived

memory cells and associatedwith an enhanced recall response.57

On the other side, LA-CTLs did not show any differences in pro-

liferative capabilities (Figure S3G), expression of canonical activa-

tion markers (Figure S3H), or effector cytokines (i.e., GZMb, IFNg,

TNFa, IL2, and perforin; Figure S3I), confirming that LA did not in-

fluence CTL activation14 but shaped their differentiation toward

memory. Accordingly, LA-CTLs harbored a significant increase

in cell number (Figure S3J), suggesting a survival advantage

regarding CTR-CTLs (Figure S2B), and the capacity to simulta-

neously produce up to 5 effector cytokines, an ability known as

T cell polyfunctionality and typical of memory CTLs (Figure 4F).

Strikingly, LA-CTLs showed a significant and sustained drop in

PD1 expression on repeated cycles of stimulation (Figures 4G,

4H, and S3K), which was not due to a decreased activation sta-

tus (Figures S3H and S3I). Concomitantly, the expression of TOX

was diminished (Figure 4I), suggesting that LA reduced the likeli-

hood to develop an exhausted phenotype.58–60 Indeed, when

evaluated for the ability to kill cognate antigen tumor cells, LA-

CTLs were more efficient than CTR-CTLs, at the effector:target

(E:T) ratio of 1:1 (Figures 4J and 4K), even on short exposure to
ndria contacts (distances between 100 and 30 nm, D) are shown in yellow, and

roscopy.

led Student’s t test, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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LA (i.e., 12 h of LA; Figure 4K). Notably, their cytotoxic ability was

maintained at the unfavorable E:T ratio of 1:4, when CTR-CTLs

were no longer able to kill tumor cells (Figures 4K and S3L).

Thus, we concluded that LA-induced metabolic reprogramming

redirects CD8 T cells away from exhaustion and toward a mem-

ory phenotype with increased killing capacity.

Thereafter, we dissected the time sequence of the LA-induced

phenotypes. LA, at first, induced a strong and quick modulation

of ER within just 2 h (Figure S4A), followed at 6 h by the mitochon-

drial burst (Figures 1C and S4B), alongside MERC formation (Fig-

ure S4C). Since MERCs promote CTL functions,47,61 the LA-

induced modulation of the ER-mitochondria network resulted in

an improved cytotoxic activity starting from 12 h (Figure S4D). Of

note, by perturbing MERC or mitochondrial function (Figure S4E),

the killing advantage of LA-CTLs was abrogated, confirming that

LA integrates both mitochondrial and ER components to improve

CTL response. The temporal gap between the increase in MitoOr

andmemory establishment (Figures 1C, S4F, andS4G), which ap-

peared at 24 h, suggested that the memory shift is consequent to
638 Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650, April 4, 2023
the ER-mitochondria regulation operated by LA inCTLs. Thus, our

data support amodel in which LA, by promotingMERC formation,

fosters mitochondrial metabolism and Ca2+ signaling, which in

concert promote cytotoxic activity, followed by improved meta-

bolic fitness and skewing toward memory CTLs.

Interestingly, when we investigated how specific was the ef-

fect of LA on CTLs in comparison with other lipids (i.e., oleic

acid [OA] and arachidonic acid [AA]) or glucose, known to modu-

late CTL responses,62,63 we found that LAwas unique in inducing

the above-described metabolic and functional rewiring (Fig-

ure S5). Together, these data provide evidence that LA has a

unique ability to foster a joint mitochondria-ER crosstalk in

CTLs, which in turn regulates CTL fate and function.

LA regulates a metabolic program that stimulates lipid
biosynthesis
To elucidate themetabolic programassociatedwith LA treatment,

we performed unbiased metabolomic profiling of LA- and CTR-

CTLs. When compared with CTR-CTLs, LA-CTLs displayed
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differences in 49metabolites (with p% 0.05, 43 upregulated and 3

downregulated; Figure S6A; Table S3). Surprisingly, LA- and

CTRL-CTL showed the same abundance of most of the glycolytic

and pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) intermediates and the

same abundance of acetyl-CoA (Figures S6B–S6D).
On the other side, LA-CTLs showed increased expressions of

glycolytic enzymes (Hk, Hk2, Pfkm, Aldo1, and Alco1; Fig-

ure S2C) and a significative enrichment of fructose 1,6 bisphos-

phate (F16BP) (Figure S6A). These findings suggested that in LA-

CTLs, the glycolytic intermediates rapidly diverted into the PPP,
Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650, April 4, 2023 639
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likely to generate the reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

phosphate (NADPH) needed for lipid biosynthesis.64 In accor-

dance, we registered an upregulation of several key enzymes

in the PPP (Ogdh, Tpi1, H6pd, Pgls, Tkt, Taldo1, Gls2, Cad,

and Dhodh; Figure S2C) crucial for reductive lipid biosynthesis

as well as several other metabolic enzymes that promote

NADPH generation (Nadk, Mthfd, Aldh, Idh2, and Gsl2; Fig-

ure S2C). NADPH is also used to maintain the intracellular redox

balance, protecting cells against membrane lipid peroxidation

and cell death,65 in line with the increased levels of peroxidases

(Gpx) and cysteinylglycine disulfide (GSSR; Figure S6A). Thus,

we proposed here a model in which LA orchestrated glucose

metabolism not as a mere energy-generating pathway but as a

metabolic route to support the production of intermediates

needed for FA synthesis.

In line with this model, we registered an upregulation of genes

involved in FAsynthesis (i.e.,Slc27a1,Aacs,Acaa2,Fasn,Srebf1,

Cpt1a, Acadvl, and Slc25A1; Figure S2C)66–68 and mitochondrial

citrate-malate antiport (Slc25a1 or Cic)69 that feed FA synthesis

by transporting citrate from mitochondria to cytoplasm produc-

ing NADPH, and Cpt1a, which transports LC-FAs into mitochon-

dria, thereby mediating FAO70 (Figures S2C and S2D). Further-

more, LA-CTLs displayed a higher expression of key enzymes

for triacylglyceride (TAG) synthesis (Dgat2), either frommonogly-

cerol (Mgat) or G3P (Agpat1-3),71–73 and their remodeling

(Mboat2 andMboat7)74,75 (Figures S2C and S2D). In conclusion,

these data support amodel in which LA orchestrates carbonme-

tabolites toward FA synthesis. Accordingly, the most striking dif-

ferences detected between LA- and CTR-CTLs were lipids

related to LA, including long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids

(LC-PUFAs; i.e., tetradecadienoate, docosahexaenoate, lino-

leate, dihomo-linolenate, and docosadienoate), the monohy-

droxy fatty acid 13-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid (13-HODE)

derived from LA, and lineolyl-containing phosphatidyl- and lyso-

phosphatydil-cholines, ethanolamines, and sphingomyelins (Fig-

ure S6A). Moreover, we observed an increase in the levels of in-

termediates of glycerol metabolism, namely 1-linoleoylglycerol

and 1-palmitoylglycerol (Figure S6A), which constitute the back-

bone of TAGs, known to regulate CTL fate.76

LA induces profound lipid remodeling and storage
in CTLs
Lipolysis of TAGs stored in lipid droplets (LDs) supplies FA for

FAO in memory T cells.52 Consistent with this scenario, LA-

CTLs hold upregulation of LD-associated genes (Bscl2, Lipe,

Plin2, Hilpda, and Pnpla2; Figure S2C), which stimulated an in-

crease in LD formation (Figure S6F), suggesting that LA reroutes

metabolism toward a futile cycle of simultaneous engagement of

FAS (fatty acid synthesis) and FAO.77

Therefore, we employed 13C-labeled LA to track its elongation,

desaturation, and oxygenation78 in CTLs. First, our data proved

that LA was taken up by CTLs, as indicated by the accumulation

of 13C-LA in LA-CTLs regarding CTR-CTLs (Figure 5A), in accor-

dancewith theupregulation ofSlc27a1 (FiguresS2CandS2D), an

LC-FA transporter that facilitates LA import into CTLs.49,79,80 It is

worth noticing thatwedid not observe anychanges in theexpres-

sion of other proteins implicated in LC-FA uptake, including fatty

acid translocase (CD36)81 or fatty acid-binding proteins

(FABPs).82 LA was then metabolized in oxidized derivatives 9-
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and 13-HODE, as indicated by the incorporations of 13C-LA car-

bons in their own intracellular pool (Figure 5B). Moreover, 13C-LA

carbons are incorporated in LC-FAs, such as dihomolinoleate

(C20:2n-6; Figure 5C) anddocosadienoate (C22:2n-6; Figure5D)

levels, aswell asmore complex LA-derived lipids, such as 1,2-di-

linoleoyl-GPC (18:2/18:2; Figure 5E) and 1-palmitoyl-2-linoleoyl-

GPE (16:0/18:2; Figure 5F), suggesting that LA is incorporated

and elongated into LC-FAs.

TAGs can then be used for membrane synthesis, directly influ-

encing phospholipid (PL) remodeling.83 In support of this notion,

we observed the upregulation of genes implicated in the PL

biosynthetic pathway (Figures S2B–S2D) and the incorporation

of LA in PLs (Figure S6A). Moreover, LC-MS-based lipidomic an-

alyses recorded broad changes in the abundance of several PLs

(Figure 5G), especially phosphatidylcholines (PCs), phosphati-

dylehtanolamines (PEs), lysophospholipids (LPLs), and sphingo-

myelins (SPHs). Notably, LA-CTLs displayed differences in the

degree of saturation of LC-FAs, with a decreased abundance

of saturated PLs, especially palmitoyl (16:0)-containing PLs (Fig-

ure 5F), in favor of polyunsaturated PLs, particularly linoleoyl

(18:2)-containing PLs (Figure 5E). The increased fraction of un-

saturated lipids is predicted to decrease membrane rigidity.84

Indeed, the membranes were more fluid in LA-CTLs (Figure 5I),

which might provide a mechanistic explanation of the reduced

threshold for TCR clustering and activation in LA-CTLs

(Figures 2F and 2G), with the consequently improved cytotoxic

activity (Figures 4K and S3L).

Taken together, these data indicate that although maximizing

NADPH production sustains FAO and quenches reactive bio-

products, LA diverts available resources toward the synthesis of

TAGs, promoting PL remodeling by increasing unsaturation (Fig-

ure 5J). In doing so, LA changes themembrane fluidity, which ulti-

mately endows CTLs with improved and sustained functionality.

CTLs metabolically reprogrammed by LA carry out a
superior antitumor response in vivo

Todemonstrate that the in vitroLA-induced featureswere coupled

with better fitness in vivo, we employed an ACT model for B16-

OVA melanoma and OVA-specific T cells activated ex vivo in the

presence or absence of LA (LA-ACT or ACT; Figure 6A).

LA-CTLs preserved their superior mitochondrial activity within

the TME compared with CTR-CTLs (Figure 6B), confirming that

LA-CTLs better coped with the metabolic constraints imposed

by the TME. In line with their metabolic fitness, infiltrating LA-

CTLs maintained an elevated expression of TCF1 (Figure 6C),

which resulted in increased frequencies of CD44high/CD62Lhigh

cells in the LA-ACT group (Figure 6D). Of note, despite the

expression of Blimp1 (Figure S7A), LA-CTLsmaintained reduced

KLRG1 levels (Figure 6F), suggesting that they are restrained

from terminal differentiation even within the TME.85–87 Remark-

ably, LA-CTLs were more resistant to exhaustion, as indicated

by the lower frequencies of PD1+ cells (Figure 6G) as well as

PD1+TIM3+ cells (Figure 6H). Likewise, LA-CTLs featured poly-

functionality within the TME (Figure 6I), whereas z40% of

CTR-CTLs were no longer able to produce effector cytokines

(Figure 6I). The advantages induced by LA treatment are specific

to the TME and do not influence peripheral CTLs (Figures S7B–

S7E). All these features enabled LA-ACT to control tumors

more efficiently (Figures 6J and S7F), proving their superior
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(J) Integrated view of metabolic and transcription changes induced by LA in CTLs.

Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Paired two-tailed Student’s t test, ****p < 0.0001.
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therapeutic potential. In conclusion, we have identified LA as an

LC-FA able to induce profound metabolic reprogramming in

CTLs that protects from exhaustion and pushes toward a mem-

ory phenotype with potent antitumor activity.
LA promotes mitochondrial activity and memory
phenotype in human CTLs
To consolidate the therapeutic potential of the above findings,

we first validated LA rewiring in human CTL in vitro. We
Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650, April 4, 2023 641
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confirmed an increase inDJm (Figure S7G), leading to an overall

enhanced energetic profile (Figures S7H–S7K) and central mem-

ory population (defined as CD62L+CD45RO+CD127+CD27+

CTLs; Figure S7L), characterized by lower PD1 expression (Fig-

ure S7M). Thus, similar to what we observed in mice, LA also

shapes metabolic fitness and fate in human CTLs.
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LA improves CAR-T cell therapy efficacy
In view of the promising benefits induced by LA on CTLs, we vali-

dated LA treatment as a new strategy to improve ACT efficacy.

Thus, we applied ex vivo LA treatment on a clinically relevant sys-

tem that employs human chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T)

cells. Here, we have assayed the performance of three different
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LA-redirected CAR-T cells: CD30.CAR-T (for non-Hodgkin and

lymphoma),88 GD2.CAR-T (for neuroblastoma, some high-grade

glioma, and sarcoma),89 and CD19.CAR-T (for acute lympho-

blastic leukemia and diffuse large B cell lymphoma).90

In accordance with the data presented above, on LA treat-

ment, we found a significant increase in DJm, independently
of the CAR construct tested (Figures 7A, S7N, and S7O). Accord-

ingly, LA-treated CAR-T cells uphold their highly energetic meta-

bolic profile (Figures 7B–7G). Thus, LA promoted higher meta-

bolic fitness in CAR-T cells. Next, we tested our CAR-T on a

long-term co-culture assay with target tumor cells. Both LA-

treated and control CAR-T cells show efficient killing when
Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650, April 4, 2023 643
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cultured at an E:T ratio of 1:1 with tumor cells (Figures 7H, S7P,

and S7Q). However, only LA-treated CAR-T cells retain cytotoxic

capabilities when incubated with higher proportions of tumor

cells (1:2 and 1:4; Figures 7H, S7P, and S7Q), suggesting that

LA enhances CAR-T cell functions.

Finally, we tested the tumor control ability of LA-redirected

CAR-T cells in vivo by employing a CD30.CARACTmodel for lym-

phoma88 (Figure 7I). In line with previous findings, non-treated

CD30.CAR-T cells fail to control tumor burden, and all mice were

euthanized by day 35. By contrast, LA-CAR-T cells efficiently

controlled tumors (Figures 7J and S7R) and promoted long-term

survival (4/5 survive up to day 80; Figure 7K). In conclusion, LA-

ACT affords long-lasting tumor control and long-term survival.

In summary, LA can all at once overcome several obstacles

encountered by CTLs within the TME. Thus, our data identify

LA as a tool to endow CTLs with increased metabolic fitness

and tumor response and provide initial evidence of the therapeu-

tic relevance of this approach.

DISCUSSION

The TME dampens the ability of CTLs to execute antitumor immu-

nity.91 Nutrient availability and metabolic crosstalk have been

shown to affect CTL fate in the TME,26,92,93 with lipids emerging

as key drivers.94 Their accumulation is a hallmark of different types

of tumors14,16,17,24,95,96 where they are associated with CTL

dysfunction. However, the specific effects of different LC-FAs on

CTL biology have not yet been fully understood. In particular,

PUFAs have an immunomodulatory effect also on CTLs,18,97 but

their mechanisms remain quite controversial. Our study reveals

that LA, an essential PUFA, ameliorates CTL function andmemory

differentiation through mitochondrial reprogramming, ultimately

preventing CTL exhaustion and granting improved antitumor

responses.

LA was unique in operating a coordinated regulation of mito-

chondria and ER, which resulted in improved CTL metabolic

fitness and functionality, implying that different FAs modulate

CTL fate and function, each by inducing a peculiar metabolic

change. Deciphering the specific mechanisms behind the

different lipid-induced CTL control would be crucial to decode

their influence on antitumor immunity. On the other hand, our

data paint an even more complex scenario, which includes

cell-type-specific sensing mechanisms for lipids. Indeed, LA

has been previously shown to cause cell death in CD4

T cells,98 where utilization of FAO correlates with PD1 expres-

sion.99 By contrast, here, we showed that LA did not affect

cellular viability, and it modulated DJm of CTLs and tumor cell

lines with cell-specific effects on their energetic profile. Thus,

we postulated that different lipids may be instrumental to

achieve cell-specific modulation of mitochondrial metabolism

and, as a consequence, cell functionality.

Our data indicate that lipids can be used to coordinate the

CTL-mediated antitumor responses through the modulation of

mitochondrial function. Emphasis has been laid onmitochondrial

plasticity in regulating CTL fate and function,70,100–102 preventing

T cell exhaustion,103–108 and promoting the generation of mem-

ory T cells.52,76,109 However, the uncertainty surrounding themo-

lecular circuits coordinating metabolic state and cellular func-

tions has so far prevented an effective targeted manipulation.
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Here, we show that LA is able to promote memory formation

while simultaneously maintaining effector and cytotoxic func-

tions in CTLs by integrating mitochondrial respiration with

glucose metabolism, which likely endows them with sustained

functionality in the TME. The elevated glycolytic capacity in LA-

instructed CTLs provides the intermediates necessary to fuel

anabolic reactions in CTLs,64 which are essential to support their

superior effector functions.110,111 In this regard, the use of a futile

cycle coupling FA synthesis with FAO52 couples with LD gener-

ation as a mechanism to store lipids and protect CTLs from lip-

otoxicity during high lipid burden.112,113 Although this model

may sound wasteful from an energetic perspective, it would

ensure memory CTLs a higher overall metabolic fitness for a

quicker response in the event of re-stimulation.110 Our results

further develop this concept by highlighting the influence that

LA has on the membrane’s lipid composition and saturation.

Indeed, the resulting increase in membrane fluidity induced by

LA concurs to improve CTL sensitivity to antigens and results

in superior cytotoxic activity. Further studies will be necessary

to better understand how LA-mediated biophysical changes

differentially affect signaling pathways in TME-exposed CTLs.

LA-induced metabolic and functional reprogramming is

dependent on MERC formation, likely because favoring trans-

mission of Ca2+ signals between ER and mitochondria114 poten-

tiates CTL function.115 Interestingly, our data suggest that the

impact of Ca2+ signaling perturbation might be influenced by

T cell identity and vary across different T cell subsets. Whether

changes in Ca2+ signaling levels activate different transcriptional

andmetabolic programs awaits future investigations. It would be

interesting to dissect the mechanisms of calcium sensitivity in

relation to CTL fate and metabolic requirements.

ACT is hampered by the acquisition of a dysfunctional state in

CTLs, which impairs their function and persistence within the

TME. Infused T cells quickly lose their metabolic plasticity, critical

to adapt to a highly immunosuppressive TME. Recent findings

have underscored the importance of metabolic programs in

T cell survival and effector function.116–119 Considering the current

roadblocks, our findings offer a tangible potential for LA treatment

to turnACT intoa clinical success, regardlessof the initial fitnessof

the T cell product. Indeed, LA skewedCTLs toward amemory-like

phenotype,preventing their terminaldifferentiationandexhaustion

while retaining high effector activities. In this regard, the finding of

Blimp1upregulationwas of interest and raises thepossibility that it

might have a role in establishing effector functions in LA-driven

memory CTLs. However, it remained to decode the mechanism

by which LA could link Blimp1 and metabolic regulation for the

acquisition of effector functions in memory CTLs.

LA significantly improves antitumor responses toward several

tumor types, including multiple myeloma and lymphoma, and

even when targeting solid tumors such as melanoma and neuro-

blastoma. In this scenario, it is conceivable to believe that meta-

bolic pathways uptaken by CTLs, in relation to the nutrients they

consume, direct them toward different effector profiles, and tar-

geted manipulation of such modus operandi might lead to ad-

vances in T cell-based therapies. Of considerable benefit, our

approach concerns ex vivo treatment of isolated T cells and is

not limited by any need to target the lipid metabolism systemi-

cally that would otherwise risk adverse side effects.120–123

Last, but not the least, LA treatment confers long-lasting
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metabolic and functional advantages to T cells, which are main-

tained inside the TME. In all, LA is able to ameliorate ACT efficacy

and to broaden its application for the treatment of a wide range

of malignancies.

Taken together, our results show that lipids have amajor effect

on T cell physiology, engaging different metabolic, functional,

and cellular programs. Based on our study, we envision that

lipids will become integral to tailoring T cell-mediated immune

responses in immune-based cancer therapy.

Limitations of study
In this work, we identified LA as a potent enhancer of CTL re-

sponses on promoting ametabolic reprogramming, which grants

functional fitness and tumor control. Modulations induced by LA

affect CTLs at the transcriptional, metabolic, and biophysical

levels. However, which is the individual contribution of each of

these changes to CTL metabolic reprogramming, functional

fitness, and tumor control remains tobeaddressed. Furthermore,

the molecular reasons behind the unique advantages provided

by LA in comparison to other lipids remain unexplored. Finally,

the LA-induced metabolic reprogramming was only studied in

the context of CTLs; future work is required to understand its ef-

fects in other cellular contexts, such asCD4Tcells,myeloid cells,

and different tumor types. These studies may also inform about

benefits and side effects related to diet intervention as an

approach to improve the efficacy of cancer therapy.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

anti-human CD127 - APC R700 BD Biosciences CAT#565185, RRID: AB_2739099

anti-human CD25 -BV421 BD Biosciences CAT#562442, RRID: AB_11154578

anti-human CD27 - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#563327, RRID: AB_2744353

anti-human CD3 -BB700 BD Biosciences CAT#566575, RRID: AB_2860004

anti-human CD45 - BV605 BD Biosciences CAT#564047, RRID: AB_2744403

anti-human CD45RA - PE BD Biosciences CAT#561883, RRID: AB_10895572

anti-human CD45RO - PE Cy7 BD Biosciences CAT#560608, RRID: AB_1727499

anti-human CD62L - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#743210, RRID: AB_2741346

anti-human CD69 - APC Cy7 BD Biosciences CAT#560912, RRID: AB_10563414

anti-human CD8 - APC BD Biosciences CAT#561952, RRID: AB_10897996

anti-human CD8 - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#563823, RRID: AB_2687487

anti-human PD1 - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#564104, RRID: AB_2738595

anti-human PD1 - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#563789, RRID: AB_2738425

anti-mouse CD127 - PE BD Biosciences CAT#552543, RRID: AB_394417

anti-mouse CD127 - PECF594 BD Biosciences CAT#562419, RRID: AB_11153131

anti-mouse CD137 - BV421 BD Biosciences CAT#740033, RRID: AB_2739805

anti-mouse CD25 - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#564021, RRID: AB_2738547

anti-mouse CD3e - APC BD Biosciences CAT#553066, RRID: AB_398529

anti-mouse CD44 - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#563736, RRID: AB_2738395

anti-mouse CD44 - APC Cy7 BD Biosciences CAT#560568, RRID: AB_1727481

anti-mouse CD45 - redFluor710 Tonbo CAT#80-0451-U100

anti-mouse CD45 - Pacific Blue Biolegend CAT#103126, RRID: AB_493535

anti-mouse CD45 - APC Cy7 BD Biosciences CAT#561037, RRID: AB_10563075

anti-mouse CD62L - BV605 BD Biosciences CAT#563252, RRID: AB_2738098

anti-mouse CD62L - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#564109, RRID: AB_2738598

anti-mouse CD62L - APC R700 BD Biosciences CAT#565159, RRID: AB_2737397

anti-mouse CD69 - PECF594 BD Biosciences CAT#562455, RRID: AB_11154217

anti-mouse CD8a - V450 BD Biosciences CAT#560469, RRID: AB_1645281

anti-mouse CD8a - PE Cy7 BD Biosciences CAT#561097, RRID: AB_2034013

anti-mouse CXCR3 - BV421 BD Biosciences CAT#562937, RRID: AB_2687551

anti-mouse EOMES - eFluor660 Invitrogen CAT#50-4875-82, RRID: AB_2574227

anti-mouse EOMES - AFluor488 eBioscience CAT#53-4875-82, RRID: AB_10854265

anti-mouse Granzyme B - FITC eBioscience CAT#11-8898-82, RRID: AB_10733414

anti-mouse IFNg - PECF594 BD Biosciences CAT#562303, RRID: AB_11153140

anti-mouse IFNg - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#563773, RRID: AB_2738419

anti-mouse IL2 - BV605 BD Biosciences CAT#563911, RRID: AB_2738482

anti-mouse IP3R1 EMD Millipore CAT#AB5882, RRID: AB_92113

anti-mouse KLRG1 - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#740553, RRID: AB_2740254

anti-mouse LAG3 - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#740560, RRID: AB_2740261

anti-mouse PD1 - BV421 BD Biosciences CAT#748268, RRID: AB_2872696

anti-mouse PD1 - FITC Biolegend CAT#135214, RRID: AB_10680238

anti-mouse Perforin - APC Biolegend CAT#154403, RRID: AB_2721464

anti-mouse Tbet - PE BD Biosciences CAT#561268, RRID: AB_10564071

anti-mouse TCF1 - PE BD Biosciences CAT#564217, RRID: AB_2687845

(Continued on next page)
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anti-mouse TCF1 - APC BD Biosciences CAT#566693, RRID: AB_2869823

anti-mouse TCR Vb5.2, 5.2 - PE Biolegend CAT#139504, RRID: AB_10613279

anti-mouse TCR Vb5.2, 5.2 - FITC Biolegend CAT#139514, RRID: AB_2750133

anti-mouse TIM3 - BV786 BD Biosciences CAT#747621, RRID: AB_2744187

anti-mouse TNF - BV650 BD Biosciences CAT#563943, RRID: AB_2738498

anti-mouse/human TOX - APC Miltenyi Biotec CAT#130-118-335, RRID: AB_2751485

CFSE BD Biosciences CAT#565082, RRID: AB_2869649

CD3 Monoclonal Antibody (OKT3) Invitrogen CAT#16-0037-81, RRID: AB_468854

Cleaved Caspase-3 (Asp175) Cell signaling CAT#9661, RRID: AB_2069869

Far-Red Fluorescent Live-Cell Impermeant

DNA Dye DRAQ7

BioStatus Limited DR71000

Fixable Viability Dye 640/662 Biotum 32007A

Fixable viability Stain 510 BD Biosciences CAT#564406, RRID: AB_2869572

GRP78 Invitrogen CAT#PA1014A, RRID: AB_559362

Histone H3 Abcam CAT#ab1791, RRID: AB_302613

OXPHOS Abcam CAT#ab110413, RRID: AB_2629281

Phospho-s6 Ser240/244 Cell signaling CAT#5364, RRID: AB_10694233

Purified anti-human Cd28 BD Biosciences CAT#556620, RRID: AB_396492

Purified anti-human Cd3 BD Biosciences CAT#551916, RRID: AB_394293

Purified anti-mouse Cd28 BD Biosciences CAT#553294, RRID: AB_394763

Purified anti-mouse Cd3 BD Biosciences CAT#553057, RRID: AB_394590

Alexa488-affini Donkey Anti-rabbit IgG Invitrogen CAT#A-21206, RRID: AB_2535792

VDAC (D73D12) Cell signaling CAT#4661, RRID: AB_10557420

Vinculin Sigma CAT#V9131, RRID: AB_477629

APC Goat anti-Mouse IgG Invitrogen CAT#A-865, RRID: AB_141364

Chemical, peptides, and recombinant proteins

2-mercaptoethanol Invitrogen 31350010-50mM

4 Diamidino 2 Phenylindole Sigma 32670-25MG-F

4-phenylbutyric Acid Sigma P21005

ACK Lysing buffer Invitrogen A10492

Albumin Bovine Fraction Sigma A8806

Approved Fbs South American EuroClone SpA ECS0165L

Arachidonic Acid- BSA conjugated Aurogene OOCD00263

Calcein AM Life technologies C3100MP

Colegenase from C. histolyticum Sigma C2674-1G

CTS OpTmizer T Cell medium Invitrogen A1048501

D-( )-glucose Solution Sigma G8769

Deoxyribonuclease I Sigma D5025-375KU

Etomoxir Sigma E1905-5MG

Ficoll Paque Plus Sigma GE17-1440-03

GolgiPlug BD Biosciences 555029

Hcs Lipidtox Red Neutral Lipid Stain Life technologies H34476

Hoechst No. 33342 Sigma B2261

human AB serum AnProtec ACSM0071

Ionomycin Sigma I0634

Linoleic Acid - BSA conjugated Sigma L9530

MitoTracker Green FM Invitrogen M7514

MitoTracker Orange CMTMRos Invitrogen M7510

Nocodazole Sigma M1404

(Continued on next page)
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Oleic Acid - BSA conjugated Sigma O3008

OVA peptide (SIINFEKL) SB-Peptide N/A

Paraformaldehyde Invitrogen 043368.9L

Penicillin/Streptomicin 100X EuroClone SpA ECB3001D

PMA Sigma P1585

Recombinant human Interleukin 15 Miltenyi 130-095-762

Recombinant human Interleukin 2 Novartis CLB-P-476-800-13980 IT

Recombinant human Interleukin 7 Miltenyi 130-095-361

Rpmi 1640 With Stable L-glutamine EuroClone SpA ECM2001L

Seahorse Xf Ph 7.4 Rpmi Agilent 103681-100

Sodium Pyruvate Solution 100 Nm EuroClone SpA LOBE13115E

Thapsigargin Sigma T9033

Triton X100 Vwr International 1.08603.1000

U-13C18 Linoleic acid Cambridge Isotopes CLM-6855

Critical commercial assays

Acetyl-Coenzyme A Assay Kit Sigma MAK039

Atp 1 Determination Kit Invitrogen A22066

BCA Protein Assay kit ThermoScientific 23227

CD8+ T cell isolation Kit Human Miltenyi 130-096-495

CD8+ T cell isolation Kit Mouse Miltenyi 130-104-075

Clarity Western ECL substrate Biorad 170-5061

Foxp3 Fix/perm Buffer Set BD Biosciences 560409

Lactate Assay Kit Sigma MAK064

LS columns Miltenyi 130-042-401

RetroNectin Takara-Bio T110A

Rneasy Minielute Cleanup Kit Qiagen 74204

Seahorse Xf Cell Mito Stress Test Kit Agilent 103015-100

Seahorse Xf Glycolytic Rate Test Kit Agilent 103344-100

Seahorse Xfe96 Fluxpak Mini Agilent 102601-100

Ultracomp Ebeads Affymetrix Invitrogen 01-2222-42

Deposited data

RNAseq data ArrayExpress database ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-12645

Experimental models: Cell lines

Cell line: B16-OVA Dr. Paolo Dellabona N/A

Cell line: 293T ATCC CAT#CRL-3216, RRID: CVCL_0063

Cell line: 4TI ATCC CAT#CRL-2539, RRID: CVCL_0125

Cell line: B16-F10 ICLC CAT#ATL99010, RRID: CVCL_0159

Cell line: CT26WT ATCC CAT#CRL-2638, RRID: CVCL_7256

Cell line: Karpas 299 ECACC CAT#06072604, RRID: CVCL_1324

Cell line: MC38 Dr. Marina Mapelli N/A

Cell line: Raji DSMZ CAT#ACC-319, RRID: CVCL_0511

Cell line: SH-SY5Y DSMZ CAT#ACC-209, RRID: CVCL_0019

Healthy adult buffycoats (male/female) University Hospital W€urzburg,

Germany

250/20-am

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

C57BL/6 (female) Charles Rivers Strain code: 027

C57BL/6-Tg(TcraTcrb)1100Mjb/Crl Charles Rivers Strain code: 642

Software and algorithms

FLowJo v10.2 Tree Star RRID: SCR_008520

(Continued on next page)
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Gene Set Enrichment Analysis UC San Diego -

Broad Institute

RRID: SCR_003199

GraphPad Prism 7.0 GraphPad software RRID: SCR_002798

Huygens software Scientific Volume Imaging RRID: SCR_014237

ImageJ NIH RRID: SCR_003070

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis Qiagen RRID: SCR_008653

Lipid Maps database Wellcome Trust RRID: SCR_003062

MATLAB The MathWorks RRID: SCR_001622

Metaboanalyst 4.0 NIH - Canada Research Chair RRID: SCR_015539

SeaHorse analytics Agilent RRID: SCR_019545

SymPhoTime 64 PicoQuant RRID: SCR_016263
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact Teresa Manzo (Teresa.manzo@

ieo.it).

Materials availability
All the materials generated and used in this study will be available upon request.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request. RNA-seq data are available into the

ArrayExpress database under accession codes E-MTAB-12645.

d Uncropped scans of all Western blots and all raw data used to generate graphs are included in Data S1.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The use of human samples was approved by the European Institute of Oncology (IEO) Ethical Committee (registered as IEO 1781). All

donors provided written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Mice were housed and bred in a specific-

pathogen-free animal facility and treated in accordance with the European Union Guideline on Animal Experiments under the proto-

col number #566/21. Formouse experiments, we used age-matched (8-10weeks) C57BL/6J or OT1 femalemice in each experiment.

The number of animals (biological replicates) was indicated in the respective figure legends.

METHOD DETAILS

CD8+ T cell isolation and activation
Spleen and lymph nodes (inguinal and axillary) were harvested frommice under sterile conditions, mechanically dissociated into sin-

gle cell suspension and red blood cells were lysed. Cells were then sorted by negative selection following themanufacturer’s instruc-

tions. After sorting, cells were resuspended at 1x106 cells/mL in complete RPMImedia (10%FBS, 1%NaPy, 1%Glutamine, 1%Pen/

Strep, 0,1% b-mercaptoethanol) supplemented with 100U/mL IL2. For OT1 mice, media was further complemented with 2 mg/mL of

SIINFELK peptide, while for C57J/B6mice polyclonal activation was achieved using 5 mg/mL plated-bound aCD3 and 0,5 mg/mL sol-

uble aCD28. Cells were further treated with BSA, linoleic acid, oleic acid or arachidonic acid. Unless other-wise specified, the final

concentration for each lipid was kept at 100 mM. For high glucose experiments, T cell media was supplemented with 12 mM D-()-

glucose (twice as physiological conditions). Unless other-wise specified, cells were activated for 48 hours at 37�C, 5% CO2 and

90-95% humidity for a pH neutral environment.

Immunophenotype and flow cytometry
Characterization of the activation and differentiation profile of LA-CTL was performed by flow cytometry following standard proto-

cols. Briefly, for staining of surface markers 1x105 – 2x106 cells were harvested at the specified post-activation time points, washed

with PBS, resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS, 1% FBS, EDTA 2mM) and stained for 20 minutes at 4�C. Intracellular staining for cyto-

kine production was performed following a 4 hours incubationwith complete RPMI and 1:1000 dilution of GlogiPlug in the presence or
e4 Cell Metabolism 35, 633–650.e1–e9, April 4, 2023
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absence of a secondary stimulation with SIINFELK peptide (5 mg/mL) or PMA/Ionomycin (20 ng/mL and 1 mg/mL respectively)

at 37�C. Cells were fixed and permeabilized following manufacturer’s instruction. Intracellular staining was then performed in

permeabilization buffer for 2 hour at 4�C. CFSE; MitoTRK Orange and Green; and HCS LipidTOX stainings were performed as

per manufacturer’s instructions. The expression of GD2.CAR on T cells was detected using a specific anti-idiotype antibody (1A7)

while for the CD30 and CD19.CAR detection a biotinylated human CD30 or CD19 protein has been used (Acro Biosystems, Newark,

DE – USA). Samples were acquired with a BD FACS Canto II or Celesta.

tSNE analysis
FCS data was analysed with software FlowJo v10.2. RPhenograph package was used to perform computational analysis of

multiparametric flow cytometry data. 3000 events per sample were concatenated by the ‘‘cytof_exprsMerge function’’, after

manual gating isolation of singlet, LD negative CD45+CD3+CD8+ T cells. All samples were concatenated by the ‘‘cytof_exprsMerge

function’’. /). The number of nearest neighbours identified in the first iteration of the algorithm, K value, was set to 100. UMAP and

tSNE representation were generated and visualized using FlowJo version 10.2. Under-represented clusters (<0.5%) were discarded

in subsequent analysis.

Immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy with fixed cells was performed on a LEICA SP8 FSU confocal (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany)

microscope (Imaging Unit, IEO) with a 40X/1.3, 63X/1.4 or 100X/1.47 oil- immersion objectives. Cells were pre-stained with MitoOr.

and a fixable viability dye; allowed to attach by gravity on culture slides coated with poly-d-lysine; and then fixed with 4% parafor-

maldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. IP3R IC staining was performed overnight at 4�C in blocking buffer (PBS,

Triton 0,1%, 3% BSA and 5% FBS) and afterwards cells were counterstained with DAPI and the indicated secondary antibody for

2 hours at room temperature.

For static killing experiments, B16-OVA cells were plated on a Lab-Tek II chamber slide and left to adhere for 6 hours prior to co-

culture with activated CD8+ T cells. OT1 CTL activated in the presence or absence of LA for 48 hours were then counted and added to

the chamber in a Effector: Target (E:T) ratio of 1:1. 12 hours post-co-culture, chambers were washed, stained with a fixable viability

dye and aCD8 for 30 min at 4�C in PBS; fixed and permeabilized as previously described. Cells were then stained with primary anti-

body aCaspase 3 overnight at 4�C, labelled with the appropriate secondary antibody, and counterstained with DAPI for 2 hours at

room temperature.

For colocalization analysis, a multi-channel Z-stack of 2.5 um of the central part of the cells was acquired for each field of viewwith

a 63x/1.4NA oil immersion objective lens and a voxel size of 60x60x180nm. DAPI, anti-IP3R labelled with an AlexaFluor488 labelled

secondary antibody, MitoOr. and DRAQ7 signals were excited with 405 nm, 488 nm, 568 nm, 633 nm laser lines and the emitted fluo-

rescence acquired in the following acquisition windows: 410-512, 495-545, 566-668, 638-775 nm, respectively. The Z-stacks were

deconvolved with Huygens software and the central section of each cell was used to calculate the percentage of colocalization. A

macro in Fiji/ImageJ124 has been created. Briefly, region of interests (ROIs) including only one cell were split in the single fluorescent

channels, the IP3R and MitoOr. channels were segmented using the Moments and Otsu algorithm, respectively, and the area occu-

pied by the two signals was calculated. The colocalization area was calculated as the interception between the IP3R and the

MitoTracker Orange binary images and expressed as percentage respect to the total area occupied by the mitochondria.

Time-lapse microscopy
For time-lapse killing experiments B16-OVA cells were pre-stained with Hoechst33342 solution at 37�C for 30minutes before plating

on a pre-coated Ibidi chamber slide and left to adhere for 8 hours. OT1 cells were activated in the presence or absence of LA; with or

without TG for 12 or 48 hours and stained using 1mMCalcein AM at 37�C for 30 minutes. CTL were then put in co-culture with tumor

cells at E:T ratios of 1:1 or 1:4 as specified. DRAQ7 dye was added directly to the chambers to follow cell death in real time using a

Leica Thunder Imager microscope equipped with a Okolab incubation system (Okolab S.r.l. Naples, Italy). Acquisitions were made

every 15 minutes for a total of 5 hours and 8-9 randomly assigned fields were acquired for each chamber. Time-lapse hyper-stacks

were processed with Fiji/ImageJ and a custom macro. Briefly, Hoechst, calcein and DRAQ7 channels were processed for shading

correction using the BaSiC tool.125 Then, tumor cells were segmented thanks to the Hoechst staining and the DRAQ7 signal was

measured in the segmented cells. Results tables were analysed with the R software. The number of dead cells at each time-point

was corrected for the number of dead cells at the first time-point and the percentage of dead cells calculated respect to the total

number of cells.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)
OT1 cells were sorted with >95% purity as previously described, activated for 48 hours in the presence or absence of LA and 5x105

cells were seeded on a Poly-Lysine coated coverslip and let to adhere for 30 min at 37�C. Fixation was performed using following

manufacturer’s instructions. NAD(P)H Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy126,127 was performed using an OLYMPUS Fluo-

view FV3000 system (Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a pulsed 372 nm laser from PicoQuant (Berlin, Germany). The laser

was operated at 40 MHz and photons were detected by a photon counting detector (Photomultiplier Detector Assembly Hybrid

Series, PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany). Photons were collected from two randomly chosen fields from each well of each condition

(10 minutes each, 60x magnification, 256x256 pixels). Fluorescence decay data were acquired using SymPhoTime 64 software.
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The raw data were converted to TIFF format, imported intoMATLAB and processed using a custom script. A triexponential curve was

fitted to the averaged decay curve of all pixels with a photon count greater than 100. The resulting decay coefficients were 1.645 ns

(assigned to protein-bound NAD(P)H), 0.400 ns (assigned to free NAD(P)H), and 6.814 ns (unassigned, but observed also in control

NADH + lactate dehydrogenase solutions). NADH and NADPH have the same spectral properties and thus the acronym ‘‘NAD(P)H’’

was used to indicate their combination.127 Fluorescence lifetimes were consistent with the lifetimes previously reported for bound

and free NAD(P)H.127 The pre-exponential factors of the averaged decay curve of each field (obtained frompixels with a photon count

>100) were fitted with a triexponential curve, using the global decay coefficients as fixed parameters. The ratio between the pre-

exponential coefficients of protein-bound NAD(P)H and free NAD(P)H was calculated for each field. An increase in the protein

bound/free NAD(P)H ratio corresponds to a shift from a glycolytic towards an OXPHOS metabolism.126 Protein bound/Free

NAD(P)H ratios referring to the same condition of each mouse were averaged.

Metabolic assays
A Seahorse XF-96e extracellular flux analyser (Seahorse Bioscience, Agilent) was used to determine the metabolic profile of cells.

OT1 CD8+ T cells were plated (2x105 cells/well) onto cell culture microplates coated with poly-lysine. Mitochondrial perturbation ex-

periments were carried out using the MitoStress Test Kit by the sequential treatment with oligomycin (Oligo, 1 mM), FCCP (1.5 mM),

and rotenone (Rotenone A + Antimycin, 0,1 mM). Oxygen consumption rates (OCR, pmol/min), proton efflux rate (PER, pmol/min), and

extracellular acidification rates (ECAR, mpH/min) were monitored in real time after injection of each compound. A variation on the

standard MitoStress Test protocol was used to assess the role of FAO in OCR and SRC levels of CD8+ T cells. Briefly, etomoxir

(200 mM) acute injection was performed ahead of the regular MitoStress Test. OCR, PER and ECAR levels were calculated as pre-

viously described in treated and non-treated cells (with complete media as acute injection for control). Glycolytic Rate Assay was

performed by the sequential injection of Rotenone A + Antimycin A (0,5 mM) and 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG, 50nM) to discriminate

between the glycolysis- and mitochondrial-dependent PER.

Electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy was performed at the ALEMBIC Facility (San Raffaele Hospital). Cells were pelleted and fixed in

2,5%glutaraldehyde 0.1M sodium cacodylate pH 7.4 for 1 hour at RT. After fixation cells were rinsedwith 0.1MCacodylate and post-

fixed in 1%OsO4, 1.5% K4Fe(CN)6, 0.1M sodium cacodylate for 1h at 4�C. After washes steps cells were dehydrated using ethanol

and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sectioning (70 nm) was performed on a Leica EM UC7 ultramicrotome and collected on 300 mesh

grids. Thin sections were contrasted with uranyl acetate and Sato lead stain. Samples were observed with a TALOS L120C Trans-

mission Electron Microscope (ThermoFisher Scientific) and images were acquired with a CETA 4x4k CMOS camera (ThermoFisher

Scientific).

MAM’s and ER-mitochondria contact’s analysis
From the EM images, the endoplasmic reticulum andmitochondriamasks aremanually segmented. Thesemasks are analysedwith a

MATLAB pipeline to identify the contact sites. We first extract information on the single mitochondria: for each mitochondrion mask,

the area is expanded in each direction of 30 nm. These contact sites (ER-MAMs) are identified as the intersections of the ERmask that

follow within this new area. The ER-MAMs extension is calculated and normalized tomitochondrion perimeter and expressed as per-

centage. For broad ER-mitochondria contacts the same analysis is performed within a range from mitochondria of 30 to 100nm.

RNA-seq and analysis
OT1 cells were sorted with >95% purity as previously described, activated for 48 hours in the presence or absence of LA, counted

and resuspended in RLT lysis buffer (Qiagen). RNA was isolated from purified cells using RNeasy Mini kits, and RNA concentrations

were determined using Nanodrop. Fastqc software was used on the fastq files to generate the quality control report, and Tophat soft-

ware was used to align the sequences to the mouse genome mm10. HTSeq was used to count the read number of genes from each

sample. Geneswith read counts <10 in all the sampleswere considered to be noise and therefore removed. The obtained read counts

are analogous to the ex- pression level of each gene across all the samples. Differential expression analysis was performed using

DESeq2.128 Genes with raw mean reads >10 (i.e., �9,225 genes) were used for normalization and differential gene expression anal-

ysis using DESeq2 package in R. TheWald test defined in the DESeq function of the packagewas used for differential expression and

further downstream analysis. PCA, hierarchical clustering plots (hclust), and XY plots between replicates of the same genotypeswere

used to examine for nominal amounts of nontechnical variation and other latent factors. PCA and volcano plots were generated using

ggplot2 package, and all the heatmaps were generated using pheatmap or heatmap2 package in R environment. Gene overlap anal-

ysis was performed against theMolecular Signatures Database129,130 Investigate Gene Sets web program under GSEA. Differentially

expressed genes (DEG) are listed in Table S1.

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) was employed to construct gene co-expression networks across gene

expression data, exploring the association between gene networks and external phenotypic/clinical traits of interest.131 The algo-

rithm builds co-expression networks as undirected, weighted gene networks where nodes correspond to genes and edges between

them are determined by the pairwise correlations between their gene expression profiles. By raising the absolute value of the cor-

relation to a power (soft thresholding), the weighted gene co-expression network construction emphasizes high correlations at

the expense of low correlations. A reasonable choice to properly set the value of this power is the one that guarantees an approximate
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scale-free network topology that is typical of most of biological networks.131,132 Scale-free networks are extremely heterogeneous

with a topology characterized by a few highly connected nodes (hub nodes) and many less connected nodes (peripheral nodes).

Then, WGCNA identifies modules (labeled by colors) of highly interconnected, or co-expressed, genes within the weighted network

by grouping together the most similar nodes. The similarity measure between two nodes is expressed in terms of their direct connec-

tion strength as well as connection strengths ‘‘mediated’’ by shared neighbors. The relationship among modules and their associa-

tions with external traits can be studied by correlating the corresponding module eigengenes (MEs). The ME is defined as the first

principal component of a given module and can be considered a representative of the gene expression profiles in that module.

For each gene, a measure of module membership (MM) is defined by correlating its gene expression profile with the module

eigengene of a given module and can be computed for all input genes (irrespective of their original module membership). If MM

of a given gene with respect to a given module is close to 0, that gene is not part of that module. On the other hand, if MM is close

to 1 or -1, the gene is highly connected to the genes of that module. The sign of MM encodes whether the gene has a positive or a

negative relationship with the module eigengene. Finally, to incorporate external information into the co-expression network,

WGCNAmakes use of gene significance (GS) measures computed as the correlations between gene expressions and external sam-

ple traits. Abstractly speaking, the higher the absolute value of GS of a given gene, the more biologically significant is that gene. The

gene significance of 0 indicates that the gene is not significant with regard to the biological question of interest. The gene significance

can take on positive or negative values. The identified modules (ME) are listed in Table S2.

Calcium influx
Intracellular changes in Ca2+ levels were measured using the ratio metric calcium-sensitive dye Fura-2-AM.133 A total of 9x105 cells

were incubated in 0.5 mL imaging buffer (HBSS, supplemented with 2mM CaCl2, 2mM MgCl2, 2% FCS) supplemented with 5 mM

Fura-2-AM for 15 min at 37�C, washed twice with 10 ml of imaging buffer and resuspended in 135 ml imaging buffer. Cells were

kept at RT for amaximumof 30minutes prior to starting the experiment. Right before imaging, SLBs buffer was exchanged to imaging

buffer prewarmed to 37�C. T-cells were pipetted into the imaging buffer and allowed to sink for 30 seconds after which 510/80 nm

emission was recorded with alternating 340 nm and 387 nm excitation every 15 seconds for 20 minutes.

An in-house custom-built MATLAB software was used to track cells in each frame using a particle tracking algorithm published by

Gao and Kilfoi.134 Tracking parameters were chosen so only single cells in contact with the SLBwere included.We used theMATLAB

software to create ratio images for each frame. ‘Methods for automated and accurate analysis of cell signals’ or MAACSwas used for

population analysis as described in Salles et al.135 For each trajectory within a population the ratio was normalized frame-wise to that

of the population median of T cells in contact with antigen-free SLBs. Cells that were above the threshold for at least 80% of their

trajectory were counted as activated and plotted in a dose-response curve. The calcium histograms were compiled from the

measured population values of the median Fura-2-AM ratio corresponding to the first10 frames after the peak Fura-2-AM ratio value

within the trajectory. The latter was normalized frame-wise to the population median of the negative control, i.e. cells confronted with

antigen-free SLBs.

Metabolomics and lipidomic assays
Liquid chromatography–MS lipidomic analyses were performed on sorted OT1 cells using reverse-phase liquid chromatography

(RPLC) coupled with positive- and negative- mode electrospray-ionization high-resolution MS. Lipids from the samples were ex-

tracted using the Folch extraction method. Briefly, cell pellets were resuspended in 100 ml ammonium formate buffer, 50 mM, pH

6.8, followed by the addition of 400 ml ice-cold methanol. Each sample was vortexed and sonicated for 10 pulses at 30%power using

a sonication probe while cooling on ice. 800 ml chloroform and 100 ml water were added to each sample to a final ratio of 4:2:1 chlo-

roform: methanol: water. Samples were vortexed, incubated on ice for 10 min, and spun down at 1,000 rpm for 10 min. The bottom

layer (organic layer containing the lipids) was transferred to a clean Eppendorf tube, and the extraction with chloroform of the

aqueous layer was repeated once. The organic layers (lipid layers) were coupled and dried down under vacuum. Before MS analysis,

dried lipids were reconstituted in chloroform: methanol (50:50, vol/ vol) containing an internal heavy labelled lipid standard (Splash

Lipidomix Mass Spec Standard; Avanti Polar Lipids) and centrifuged for 5 min at 15,000 rpm. Samples were volume adjusted to

ensure that cell count per volume (ml) was normalized. Global untargeted lipidomic analyses were performed using full MS and

data-dependent acquisition analyses on a Q-Exactive HF hybrid quadrupole- Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

equipped with a Vanquish UHPLC binary system and auto-sampler (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Extracts (5-ml injection volume for

RPLC-POS and 6 ml for RPLC-NEG) were separated by RPLC on a Hypersil Gold 1.9-mm, 2.1 3 100-mm column (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) held at 40�C. Reverse-phase separation was per- formed at 250 ml/min using solvent A (0.1% formic acid in water) and

solvent B (0.1% formic acid in isopropanol: acetonitrile: water [60:36:4]) with the following gradient: 30% B for 0.5 min, 30–70% B

over 1.5 min, 70–99% B over 13 min, 99–10% B over 1min,10%Bheld4min,10–30%Bover1min,and30%Bheld over 5 min (gradient

length 30 min). List of measured metabolites are listed in Table S3.

Ultra-performance liquid chromatography/tandem MS raw data were imported, processed, normalized, and reviewed using Pro-

genesis QI v.2.1 (Non-linear Dynamics). All sample runs were aligned against a quality control pool reference run, and peak picking

was performed on individual aligned runs to create an aggregate dataset. Features (retention time and m/z pairs) were combined

using both adduct and isotope deconvolution. Data were normalized to the spike-in lipid standards as an abundance ratio. Statis-

tically significant changes were identified using multivariate statistical analysis, including PCA, and P values were generated using

ANOVA or pairwise comparison. Tentative annotations136 were made within Progenesis using accurate mass measurements
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(<5 ppm error), isotope distribution similarity, and assessment of fragmentation spectrummatching (when applicable) from the Lipid

Maps database.137 Four biological replicates and two technical replicates from each sample type were used to calculate the fold

change and P value, and features were considered differentially expressed only if they met both criteria of fold changeR|2| and sig-

nificance (P % 0.05). Heatmap visualization of individual lipid features was performed using Metaboanalyst 4.0 software138 using

Pearson average clustering algorithm. To assess instrument performance and reproducibility throughout our experimental run

sequence, the retention times and peak areas of SPLASH Lipidomix standards were monitored.

Total cell lysate preparation and cell fractionation
To prepare cell lysates for protein extraction, cells were activated for 48 hours in the presence or absence of LA. For the total cell

protein extract, cell pellets were washed with cold PBS and lysed using RIPA buffer containing protease and phosphatase

inhibitors. The subcellular fractionation was performed as previously described by Wieckowski et al.139 Briefly, 100 M of OT-I

T cells were homogenized in hypotonic buffer containing mannitol and sucrose and centrifuge at 600g for 5 min at 4�C to separate

nuclei. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 7000g at 4�C to collect the MAMs/mitochondrial fraction. The superna-

tant, containing ER microsomes and lysosomes fraction, was firstly centrifuged at 20000g for 30 min, to discard lysosomes and

plasma membrane debris and, subsequently at 100000g for 1 h to obtain pure ER fraction. Pure mitochondria and MAMs were

obtained via density-gradient separation with percoll. Pellet was resuspended in cold Mitochondria Resuspension Buffer

(MRB), composed as described by Wieckowski et al., 2009 and centrifuge at 95000g for 30 min at 4�C. Different fractions are

collected and washed at 6300g for 10 min at 4�C in MRB, then MAMs fraction was concentrated by a further centrifugation at

100000g for 1h at 4�C.

Immunoblots
Protein concentrations were determined by BCA protein assay kit. Total cell lysates, cytoplasmic, mitochondria– ER junction-en-

riched mitochondrial fractions or pure mitochondrial fractions were separated using 10% acrylamaide gel, and transferred to nitro-

cellulose membranes. Membranes were probed with antibodies against GR78, VDAC, IP3R or OXPHOS kit. Blots were stained with

appropriate secondary antibodies and revealed using peroxide solution.

Lactate assay
Cell media was collected following 48 hours of T cell activation in the presence or absence of LA centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 mi-

nutes to remove any cell debris and lactate concentration in the TCM was detected using a colorimetric assay according to manu-

facturer’s instructions.

Acetyl Co-A assay
CD8+ T cells were collected and washed in PBS to perform analysis of total and cytoplasmic AcCoA. For extraction of cytoplasmic

AcCoA from 1x106 T cells sample were homogenized in 1% Triton X-100, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH=7.4, 150 mM NaCl on ice for 10 min

and centrifugated at 20000 g for 10 min at 4�C to pellet nuclei and mitochondria. Supernatant obtained after centrifugation was used

to measure the nucleocytosolic fraction. For total cellular AcCoA quantification, cells were wash in PBS and the pellet was extracted

with two freezing-thawing cycles on liquid nitrogen 80% methanol or 5% sulfo-salicylic acid with 50mM DTT. Samples were depro-

teinize with a 10 kDa MWCO spin filter prior to the assay. AcCoA was quantified with Acetyl-Coenzyme A Assay Kit following manu-

facturer instructions.

Adoptive cell transfer (ACT) experiments
In vivo experiments were performed using antigen specific melanoma cell line B16-OVA (Bellone reference) that was maintained in

culture in RPMI, 10%FBS, 1%PenStrep, 0,4mg G418 up to 5 passages prior to injection. C57B6/J mice were subcutaneously in-

jected with 2x105 cells and tumor growth was monitored daily. 10 days post-injections, and once tumors had reached a measurable

size, ACT was performed intravenously using 5x106 OT1 cells previously activated in the presence or absence of LA as previously

described. Tumors were inspected and measured daily to construct a growth curve using the formula: Tumor volume= length x

width2/2, where length represents the largest tumor diameter and width represents the perpendicular tumor diameter. On the day

of analysis spleen, draining and non-draining lymph nodes and tumor were collected from each mouse, disaggregated to single

cell suspension and used for flow cytometry analysis.

Isolation and culture of primary human T lymphocytes
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from samples obtained from healthy donors or anonymous buffy coats

(purchased as discarded material from the blood bank) of healthy donors using Ficoll density separation. CD8+ T cells were obtained

from PBMCs by negative magnetic selection. T lymphocytes were activated with immobilized Anti-human CD3 (2 mg/ml,) and anti-

CD28 (2 mg/ml) antibodies and then expanded in complete RPMI 1640 medium (10% FBS, 1% NaPy, 1%Glutamine, 1% Pen/Strep)

supplemented with 100 U/mL IL2. Cells were cultured for 48 hours in the presence or absence of LA. Resting cells were kept as con-

trol with no further activation stimulus provided.
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CAR-T cell engineering and GMP protocols
Cell lines

Neuroblastoma (NB)-derived cell line SHSY5Y, Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line Raji and the immortalized human embryonic kidney 293T

were obtained from DSMZ. The non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (NHL)-derived cell line Karpas 299 was instead purchased from ECACC

(Salisbury, United Kingdom). SHSY5Y and the 293T cell lines weremaintained in culture with DMEMmedium; the Karpas 299 andRaji

cell lines were cultured with RPMI 1640 medium. All the cell lines were supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 2 mM

glutamine. Cells were maintained in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37�C. All cell lines were routinely tested for

mycoplasma and for surface expression of target antigens as well as authenticated by STR analysis (Eurofins Genomics, Ebersberg –

Germany).

Isolation, generation and transduction of CAR T cells

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from buffy coats obtained from healthy donors (University Hospital

W€urzburg, W€urzburg, Germany) who signed a written informed consent, in accordance with rules set by the Institutional Review

Board (Approval number 250/20-am), using Lymphocyte separation medium Ficoll. T lymphocytes were activated with immobilized

OKT3 (1mg/ml,) and anti-CD28 (1mg/ml) monoclonal antibody (mAb) in completemedium consisting of CTSOpTmizer T Cell Expan-

sion medium supplemented with 2.5% human AB serum, 2 mM glutamine and with or without 100 mM/ml of LA, in a humidified

atmosphere containing 5% CO2 at 37�C. The day after activation, T cells were fed with recombinant human interleukin-7 (IL7,

500 U/ml) and -15 (IL15, 50 U/ml). Activated T cells were transduced on day 3 in 24-well plates pre-coated with recombinant human

RetroNectin using a specific retroviral supernatant and the above-described cytokines. On day 5 after transduction, T cells were

removed from RetroNectin and expanded in complete media.

Retroviral constructs

Three CAR constructs have been used in this study: a third generation CD30.CAR and GD2.CAR encoding for CD28.4-1bb.zeta-

chain (z) and a second generation CD19.CAR encoding for 4-1bb.z. An additional retroviral vector encoding eGFP-Firefly-Luciferase

(eGFP-FFLuc) was used in selected experiments to label tumor cells for in vitro co-culture and in vivo studies as previously described.

Co-culture assay

For co-culture experiments, NT, CD30.CAR, GD2.CAR or CAR.CD19 T lymphocytes cultured in presence or absence of LA were

plated in 24-well plates at the indicated E:T ratios with GFP modified tumor cell lines (Karpas 299, CD30+ tumor cell line;

SHSY5Y, GD2+ tumor cell line; Raji, CD19+ tumor cell line). Following 5 days of incubation at 37�C, co-cultures were collected

and analysed by FACS to detect residual tumor cells (GFP+) and T cells based on CD3 expression.

Live cell imaging staining

NT and CAR-T cells were collected and washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 1% of bovine serum

albumin (BSA). T cells were then staining with CD45 BV421. CAR-T cell population was visualized by staining with 1A7 anti-idiotype

CAR mAb (1 mg/ml), followed by APC-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (1:500 in 1% BSA/PBS). In specific setting

GFP modified tumors were used to redirect CAR T cells.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Flow cytometry data was analysed using FlowJo v10.2. Western blots were quantified with ImageJ software. Statistical Analysis was

performed using GraphPad Prism. Results are represented as mean ± standard error (SEM). Unless otherwise specified, paired t-

Student test was used to compare LA-CTL and CTRLs. Normal distribution was evaluated using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Metabolomics

data were normalized to cell count and/or protein content. Comparisons of more than two groups were calculated using one-way

ANOVA with Tukey multiple comparison correction. All graphs show mean ± SEM were **** p-value < 0.0001, *** p-value < 0.001;

** p-value < 0.01, * p-value <0.05.
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